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FROM THE HEART 

Easiest Crocheted Blanket Ever 

 
Materials: 
Lots and lots of balls of leftover worsted weight (#4) yarn in all sorts of colors 
Size J crochet hook 
 
Note: 
This blanket can be made with any weight yarn and an appropriate sized 
hook for that yarn.  You can easily figure out the finished dimensions 
from the gauge given on the label. 
 
Finished Size: 
Approximately 6 feet wide by as long as you want to make it 
 
Abbreviations: 
ch chain 
dc double crochet 
sc single crochet 
sl st slip stitch 
sp space 
st stitch 
 
Pattern: 
Chain 255 
Row 1: dc in the 3rd chain from hook, dc in each chain across, ch 3, turn 
Row 2: dc in the 3rd chain from hook, dc in each dc across, ch 3, turn 
 
Repeat Row 2 until the blanket is as long as you want or until you run out of yarn, changing colors 
whenever you like. 
 
Edging: (if desired) 
 
At the end of the last row: 
Round 1: Ch 3, working to the left of the ch 3 you just made, 4 dc in last chain of row just finished 
(counting ch 3, you now have 5dc – a corner), then 1 dc in each space created by the turning ch 3’s 
down the side of the blanket, 5 dc in corner, dc in each chain sp across, 5 dc in corner, 1 dc in each 
turning ch 3 space up the side, 5 dc in corner sp, 1 dc in each dc across, sl st to join to top of 1st 
corner. 
Round 2: Change color if desired. Ch 2, sc in top of each dc and 3 sc in center corner dc around. 
Join to top of 1st dc. Finish off and weave in ends. This round is better worked with just one color. 
 
Optional: Rep round 2 if you like before finishing off. This round is better worked with just one 
color. 
 
This pattern looks especially nice if you have enough of one color that you can deliberately use the 

same color every X number of rows, say a row of black every 5 rows.

Stitch detail 




